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Fresh labbies – Sheldon Epps session. Photo by Evita Castine 

LA STAGE Times will run several dispatches from the annual Directors Lab West Lab, which 
began Saturday and will continue until next Saturday. On the first day, after gathering at the 
Lab’s home base at Pasadena Playhouse, most of the Lab participants joined other theater 
practitioners at LA STAGE Day, sponsored by LA STAGE Alliance on the campus of Cal State 
LA. Today’s report includes two perspectives on that event. But the activities moved back to 
Pasadena Playhouse on Sunday, and those activities are also covered today. 



Saturday, May 18 

Check-in and Orientation, by Cindy Marie Jenkins 

 

Kappy Kilburn, Sheldon Epps. Photo by Evita Castine 

“I don’t know any theater that does anything new without the hope that it has a future life” — 
Pasadena Playhouse artistic director Sheldon Epps. 

A quiet morning greeted us in the courtyard of the Pasadena Playhouse. It’s rare to see so many 
directors and choreographers in the same place at the same time. We usually work as the only 
person in our specific role. It’s also rare that strangers strike up conversation so early in the lab, 
but that’s what happened. Steering committee members Kappy Kilburn, Che’Rae Adams, Jessica 
Bard, Ernest Figueroa and I gave the basic information on signing up for shows, how we 
communicate during the lab and a little history. Erny encouraged everyone to make the lab their 
lab. Even though the steering committee and alumni curated these sessions around a theme (2013 
is “Diverge and Converge”), the participants steer the conversations. 

Directors Lab West is hosted most years by the Pasadena Playhouse. This year the Playhouse 
grounds are exceptionally busy — 30 directors and choreographers travel in packs while staff 
simultaneously runs technical rehearsals for Sleepless in Seattle, the musical that opens at the 
playhouse on June 2. The theater’s artistic director (and Sleepless director) Sheldon Epps took 
time to greet the lab and offer his perspective on the playhouse’s recent history. It did seem 
funny at first to begin a week of inspiration with a tale of the playhouse’s recent but brief 
bankruptcy, but ultimately we all found lessons to learn from the journey. Epps is always very 
candid with the lab, giving professionals insight into how an artistic director makes decisions. 

LA STAGE Day by Megan Kosmoski 



 

LA STAGE Day. Photo by Evita Castine 

“Now that you know better, do better” — Erin Quill 

Fresh and new to LA, I got out of the cab to Cal State LA and followed the black and silver 
balloons into a small world of artists. Everyone seemed to know each other, buzzing around 
asking each other about upcoming projects, laughing about longstanding jokes. Through the day 
we scattered into dark lobbies, fluorescent classrooms, and large theaters. Every event seemed to 
focus on one thing — approach theater better. 

The opening session, before we split into smaller groups, was filled with ideas and inspirational 
thoughts to get the ‘do theater better’ conversation started. Michelle Ramos-Burkhart brought up 
the need for change in how we approach and represent theater, citing the common stereotype that 
“theater is elite. Theater is culture…. And [that perception] is just not working for us anymore.” 
Tomas Benitez asked for a revolution within Western theater to expand beyond the traditional 
canon. Yosi Sergant opened our eyes to new ways to engage and involve the community. 

 

LA STAGE Day – Craig Fleming. Photo by Katie Gould 



My first small-group session was “Spreading the  Love: How to Convince Anyone to Support the 
Arts” hosted by Arts For LA. It was about arming an artist on how to change misconceptions 
when involved in discussions about the importance of the arts. Next session was “Unpacking 
Engagement.” After briefly introducing ourselves we started a roundtable discussion around 
what the buzz word “engagement” means and how it’s utilized by theaters and artists. My last 
session was “Writing is Hard and Other Excuses,” in which Che’Rae Adams gave useful tips on 
dealing with writers block as well as a standard language when talking to playwrights in play 
development. 

In the closing session, as the entire group re-united, we heard Deaf West Theatre’s DJ Kurs 
pledge, via signing and with a voice interpreter, “My goal is to bring together people from 
different cultures, different languages and see what happens.” Mark Seldis of Ghost Road 
Company reminded us to “just do the art.” Finally Erin Quill stole the show with an unbelievably 
powerful speech on the recent controversies over the lack of Asian-American actors in plays 
focusing on Asian stories. 

Every room was a safe space, an environment  excited and interested in discussion and feedback. 
Every session seemed to start with who are we, what are we doing, and how can it be better! It 
was a great way to kick off the lab. 

LA STAGE Day by John R. Lacey 

Upon arrival at the Cal State LA campus, we were greeted by volunteers from the LA STAGE 
Alliance, which did a wonderful job organizing the event under the leadership of Terence 
McFarland. 

 

LA STAGE Day – Jonathan Dorf. Photo by Katie Gould 

There were simultaneous seminars around topics such as diversity on the LA stage, support for 
the arts, dialects, artistic disciplines, writing and marketing plays, acting, community, new 
media, puppetry, engagement, jazz dance, “Blue Sky” sessions (articulate your biggest hopes), 
social selling, grand guignol, Shakespeare, African dance, stage management and house dance. 



I was instantly attracted by the Alliance of LA Playwrights’ “PLAY!” session (the 60 minute-
everything-you-need-to-know-about-playwriting-in-L.A.-marathon) moderated by Jonathan Dorf 
and Dan Berkowitz  with presentations from Ron House and my friend Dale Griffith Stamos. 

I also attended an informative discussion on our “Community and Big Data” moderated by IT 
wizard Mark Doerr (who is responsible for LA STAGE’s Arts census), who recommended 
Theatre Bay Area’s book Counting New Beans, edited by Clayton Lord, which presented the 
findings of the 2012 report on the two-year WolfBrown study about how to measure the intrinsic 
impact of theater on audiences, by Alan Brown and Rebecca Ratzkin. 

From there it was on to Cindy Marie Jenkins’ “The Social Sell: 10 Ways We Can Use Social 
Media for Audience Development” — and who doesn’t need a larger audience in LA? If you get 
a chance to participate in one of her seminars next year, don’t miss it- even if it’s to promote 
yourself! 

 

LA STAGE Day – Erin Quill. Photo by Katie Gould 

Then I ran down to “Writing is Hard and Other Excuses” by Che’Rae Adams, producing artistic 
director of the LA Writers Center, who has a great back-to-basics approach on author intent, 
concept sentences and character development — invaluable for any writer at any stage of their 
development. 

The day culminated in the final large-group session, with inspirational remarks by Evelina 
Fernandez of Latino Theater Company, DJ Kurs of Deaf West, Tim Carpenter on revitalizing art 
for the aging, Yuval Sharon on re-imagining the opera industry, Thor Steingraber on reaching 
new audiences through new media, Mark Seldis of Ghost Theatre Co. on respecting the “pure 
artistic impulse” and Erin Quill — who gave us all a real lesson on diversity and made anyone 
who was ever in a production of South Pacific, Flower Drum Song or The King and I think again 
about Asian American casting. 



 

LA STAGE Day. Photo by Evita Castine 

And, as if that weren’t enough, there was an outdoor bazaar with tables where we could meet 
representatives of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas, Sacred Fools Theater, 
Theatre of NOTE, LA Writers Center, Rogue Machine Theatre, Road Theatre, Actors’ Gang, 
Theatre @Boston Court, A Noise Within, Ghost Road, Loft Ensemble, Skypilot Theatre, Son of 
Semele Ensemble, 24th St. Theatre, LA Theatre Works, DOMA Theatre Co., Contra-Tiempo 
Dance Theatre, Cornerstone Theater, Emerging Arts Leaders, East West Players, Bootleg 
Theater, the great guys from Company of Angels, Center Theatre Group, Santa Monica 
Playhouse, Edgemar Center, Pacific Resident Theatre, La Mirada Theatre, Musical Theatre 
West, 2Cent Theatre Group, Theatre West Arts for L.A., California Lawyers for the Arts. 

Even my union — Stage Directors & Choreographers Society — sent out the contract folks 
Mauro Melleno and Randy Anderson from New York. They don’t mess around when you need 
help! 

 


